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1KEY Agile has its own data ware housing and OLAP engine.  1KEY is able to give performance on ever 

growing databases sizes.  It connects and synchronizes with multiple raw databases and creates OLAP 

database in user desired flavor 

 

     
 

1KEY Agile has intuitive visual data representation of OLAP and raw data in hierarchical tree based drill 

down expandable structure 

 

     
 

1KEY Agile has the same rapid in memory cube which converted raw date for multi dimensional analysis 

but also with web version 

 

     
 

1KEY Agile has sort, filter, group by drill down drill through reports with cross tab functionality very similar 

to spreadsheets with both client and web version 

 

    
1KEY Agile has charts and graphs with dial, gauges, speedometers, heat maps and many more data 

visualization methods both on client and web 

    
1KEY Agile has key performance indicators and dashboards where users can define their own KPI and 

Dashboards using wizards 
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1KEY Agile has ticker reporting where on the user’s desktop important data and alerts are flashed 

continuously in ticker format at scheduled intervals 

 

 
 

1KEY Agile has static reporting designing solution for compliance and pre printed forms, vouchers printing 

and viewing 

 

 
1KEY Agile has dynamic query engine with expression builder and model creator 

 

 
1KEY Agile has scheduler which can push report in email or particular locations with variety of formats like 

PDF, TXT, XLS, HTML, MHT and RTF 

 

 
1KEY Agile has File Reader providing the functionality of direct reporting from Text Files and Excel Files in 

cube and view format 

 

  
1KEY Agile has enterprise administrator console for managing the application with user rights, 

authentication, log writing, back ups, permissions.  1KEY Agile has service oriented architecture with web 

services and also integration with third party services.  1KEY also has active directory integration for 

single sign on 

 


